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Abstract—Starting in the seventies, face recognition has be-
come one of the most researched topics in computer vision and
biometrics. Traditional methods based on hand-crafted features
and traditional machine learning techniques have recently been
superseded by deep neural networks trained with very large
datasets. In this paper we provide a comprehensive and up-
to-date literature review of popular face recognition methods
including both traditional (geometry-based, holistic, feature-
based and hybrid methods) and deep learning methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition refers to the technology capable of iden-
tifying or verifying the identity of subjects in images or
videos. The first face recognition algorithms were developed
in the early seventies [1], [2]. Since then, their accuracy
has improved to the point that nowadays face recognition
is often preferred over other biometric modalities that have
traditionally been considered more robust, such as fingerprint
or iris recognition [3]. One of the differential factors that
make face recognition more appealing than other biometric
modalities is its non-intrusive nature. For example, fingerprint
recognition requires users to place a finger in a sensor, iris
recognition requires users to get significantly close to a cam-
era, and speaker recognition requires users to speak out loud.
In contrast, modern face recognition systems only require users
to be within the field of view of a camera (provided that they
are within a reasonable distance from the camera). This makes
face recognition the most user friendly biometric modality. It
also means that the range of potential applications of face
recognition is wider, as it can be deployed in environments
where the users are not expected to cooperate with the system,
such as in surveillance systems. Other common applications
of face recognition include access control, fraud detection,
identity verification and social media.
Face recognition is one of the most challenging biometric
modalities when deployed in unconstrained environments due
to the high variability that face images present in the real
world (these type of face images are commonly referred to
as faces in-the-wild). Some of these variations include head
poses, aging, occlusions, illumination conditions, and facial
expressions. Examples of these are shown in Figure 1.
Face recognition techniques have shifted significantly over
the years. Traditional methods relied on hand-crafted features,
such as edges and texture descriptors, combined with machine
(a) (b)
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Fig. 1: Typical variations found in faces in-the-wild. (a) Head
pose. (b) Age. (c) Illumination. (d) Facial expression. (e)
Occlusion.
learning techniques, such as principal component analysis,
linear discriminant analysis or support vector machines. The
difficulty of engineering features that were robust to the
different variations encountered in unconstrained environments
made researchers focus on specialised methods for each
type of variation, e.g. age-invariant methods [4], [5], pose-
invariant methods [6], illumination-invariant methods [7], [8],
etc. Recently, traditional face recognition methods have been
superseded by deep learning methods based on convolutional
neural networks (CNNs). The main advantage of deep learning
methods is that they can be trained with very large datasets to
learn the best features to represent the data. The availability
of faces in-the-wild on the web has allowed the collection
of large-scale datasets of faces [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14], [15] containing real-world variations. CNN-based face
recognition methods trained with these datasets have achieved
very high accuracy as they are able to learn features that
are robust to the real-world variations present in the face
images used during training. Moreover, the rise in popularity
of deep learning methods for computer vision has accelerated
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Fig. 2: Face recognition building blocks.
face recognition research, as CNNs are being used to solve
many other computer vision tasks, such as object detection
and recognition, segmentation, optical character recognition,
facial expression analysis, age estimation, etc.
Face recognition systems are usually composed of the
following building blocks:
1) Face detection. A face detector finds the position of the
faces in an image and (if any) returns the coordinates of
a bounding box for each one of them. This is illustrated
in Figure 3a.
2) Face alignment. The goal of face alignment is to scale
and crop face images in the same way using a set of
reference points located at fixed locations in the image.
This process typically requires finding a set of facial
landmarks using a landmark detector and, in the case of a
simple 2D alignment, finding the best affine transforma-
tion that fits the reference points. Figures 3b and 3c show
two face images aligned using the same set of reference
points. More complex 3D alignment algorithms (e.g.
[16]) can also achieve face frontalisation, i.e. changing
the pose of a face to frontal.
3) Face representation. At the face representation stage,
the pixel values of a face image are transformed into a
compact and discriminative feature vector, also known
as a template. Ideally, all the faces of a same subject
should map to similar feature vectors.
4) Face matching. In the face matching building block,
two templates are compared to produce a similarity score
that indicates the likelihood that they belong to the same
subject.
Face representation is arguably the most important compo-
nent of a face recognition system and the focus of the literature
review in Section II.
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3: (a) Bounding boxes found by a face detector. (b) and
(c) Aligned faces and reference points.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Early research on face recognition focused on methods that
used image processing techniques to match simple features de-
scribing the geometry of the faces. Even though these methods
only worked under very constrained settings, they showed that
it is possible to use computers to automatically recognise faces.
After that, statistical subspaces methods such as principal
component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) gained popularity. These methods are referred to as
holistic since they use the entire face region as an input. At
the same time, progress in other computer vision domains led
to the development of local feature extractors that are able to
describe the texture of an image at different locations. Feature-
based approaches to face recognition consist of matching these
local features across face images. Holistic and feature-based
methods were further developed and combined into hybrid
methods. Face recognition systems based on hybrid methods
remained the state-of-the-art until recently, when deep learning
emerged as the leading approach to most computer vision
applications, including face recognition. The rest of this paper
provides a summary of some of the most representative re-
search works on each of the aforementioned types of methods.
A. Geometry-based Methods
Kelly’s [1] and Kanade’s [2] PhD theses in the early
seventies are considered the first research works on automatic
face recognition. They proposed the use of specialised edge
and contour detectors to find the location of a set of facial land-
marks and to measure relative positions and distances between
them. The accuracy of these early systems was demonstrated
on very small databases of faces (a database of 10 subjects was
used in [1] and a database of 20 subjects was used in [2]). In
[17], a geometry-based method similar to [2] was compared
with a method that represents face images as gradient images.
The authors showed that comparing gradient images provided
better recognition accuracy than comparing geometry-based
features. However, the geometry-based method was faster and
needed less memory. The feasibility of using facial landmarks
and their geometry for face recognition was thoroughly stud-
ied in [18]. Specifically, they proposed a method based on
measuring the Procrustes distance [19] between two sets of
facial landmarks and a method based on measuring ratios
of distances between facial landmarks. The authors argued
that even though other methods that extract more information
from the face (e.g. holistic methods) could achieve greater
recognition accuracy, the proposed geometry-based methods
were faster and could be used in combination with other
Fig. 4: Top 5 eigenfaces computed using the ORL database of
faces [31] sorted from most variance (left) to least variance
(right).
methods to develop hybrid methods. Geometry-based methods
have proven more effective in 3D face recognition thanks to
the depth information encoded in 3D landmarks [20], [21].
Geometry-based methods were crucial during the early days
of face recognition research. They can be used as a fast
alternative to (or in combination with) the more advanced
methods described in the rest of this review.
B. Holistic Methods
Holistic methods represent faces using the entire face re-
gion. Many of these methods work by projecting face images
onto a low-dimensional space that discards superfluous details
and variations not needed for the recognition task. One of the
most popular approaches in this category is based on PCA.
The idea, first proposed in [22], [23], is to apply PCA to a
set of training face images in order to find the eigenvectors
that account for the most variance in the data distribution. In
this context, the eigenvectors are typically called eigenfaces
due to their resemblance to real faces, as shown in Figure 4.
New faces can be projected onto the subspace spanned by the
eigenfaces to obtain the weights of the linear combination of
eigenfaces needed to reconstruct them. This idea was used
in [24] to identify faces by comparing the weights of new
faces to the weights of faces in a gallery set. A probabilistic
version of this approach based on a Bayesian analysis of image
differences was proposed in [25]. In this method, two sets
of eigenfaces were used to model intra-personal and inter-
personal variations separately. Many other variations of the
original eigenfaces method have been proposed. For example,
a nonlinear extension of PCA based on kernel methods,
namely kernel PCA [26], was proposed in [27]; independent
component analysis (ICA) [28], a generalisation of PCA that
can capture high-order dependencies between pixels, was
proposed in [29]; and a two-dimensional PCA based on 2D
image matrices instead of 1D vectors was proposed in [30].
One issue with PCA-based approaches is that the projection
maximises the variance across all the images in the training
set. This implies that the top eigenvectors might have a
negative impact on the recognition accuracy since they might
correspond to intra-personal variations that are not relevant
for the recognition task (e.g. illumination, pose or expression).
Holistic methods based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA),
also called Fisher discriminant analysis, [32] have been pro-
posed to solve this issue [33], [34], [35], [36]. The main idea
behind LDA is to use the class labels to find a projection
matrix W that maximises the variance between classes while
minimising the variance within classes:
W ∗ = argmax
W
|W TSbW |
|W TSwW | (1)
where Sw and Sb are the between-class and within-class
scatter matrices defined as follows:
Sw =
K∑
k
∑
xj∈Ck
(xj − µk)(xj − µk)T (2)
Sb =
K∑
k
(µ− µk)(µ− µk)T (3)
where xj represents a data sample, µk is the mean of class Ck,
µ is the overall mean and K is the number of classes in the
dataset. The solution to Equation 1 can be found by computing
the eigenvectors of the separation matrix S = S−1w Sb. Similar
to PCA, LDA can be used for dimensionality reduction by
selecting a subset of eigenvectors corresponding to the largest
eigenvalues. Even though LDA is considered a more suitable
technique for face recognition than PCA, pure LDA-based
methods are prone to overfitting when the within-class scatter
matrix Sw is not correctly estimated [35], [36]. This happens
when the input data is high-dimensional and not many samples
per class are available during training. In the extreme case, Sw
becomes singular and W cannot be computed [33]. For this
reason, it is common to reduce the dimensionality of the data
with PCA before applying LDA [33], [35], [36]. LDA has also
been extended to the nonlinear case using kernels [37], [38]
and to probabilistic LDA [39].
Support vector machines (SVMs) have also been used as
holistic methods for face recognition. In [40], the task was
formulated as a two-class problem by training an SVM with
image differences. More specifically, the two classes are the
within-class difference set, which contains all the differences
between images of the same class, and the between-class
difference set, which contains all the differences between
images of distinct classes (this formulation is similar to the
probabilistic PCA proposed in [25]). In addition, [40] modified
the traditional SVM formulation by adding a parameter to
control the operating point of the system. In [41], a separate
SVM was trained for each class. The authors experimented
with SVMs trained with PCA projections and with LDA pro-
jections. It was found that this SVM approach only gives better
performance compared with simple Euclidean distance when
trained with PCA projections, since LDA already encodes the
discriminant information needed to recognise faces.
An approach related to PCA and LDA is the locality
preserving projections (LPP) method proposed in [42]. While
PCA and LDA preserve the global structure of the image
space (maximising variance and discriminant information re-
spectively), LPP aims to preserve the local structure of the
image space. This means that the projection learnt by LPP
maps images with similar local information to neighbouring
points in the LPP subspace. For example, two images of the
same person with open and closed mouth would be mapped
to similar points using LPP, but not necessarily with PCA
or LDA. This approach was shown to be superior than PCA
and LDA on multiple datasets. Further improvements were
achieved in [43] by making the LPP basis vectors orthogonal.
Another popular family of holistic methods is based on
sparse representation of faces. The idea, first proposed in
[44] as sparse representation-based classification (SRC), is to
represent faces using a linear combination of training images:
y = Ax0 (4)
where y is a test image, A is a matrix containing all the
training images and x0 is a vector of sparse coefficients. By
enforcing sparsity in the representation, most of the nonzero
coefficients belong to training images from the correct class.
At test time, the coefficients belonging to each class are
used to reconstruct the image, and the class that achieves the
lowest reconstruction error is considered the correct one. The
robustness of this approach to image corruptions like noise or
occlusions can be increased by adding a term of sparse error
coefficients e0 to the linear combination:
y = Ax0 + e0 (5)
where the nonzero entries of e0 correspond to corrupted pixels.
Many variations of this approach have been proposed for
increased robustness and reduced computational complexity.
For example, the discriminative K-SVD algorithm was pro-
posed in [45] to select a more compact and discriminative set
of training images to reconstruct the images; in [46], SRC
was extended by using a Markov random field to model the
prior assumption about the spatial continuity of the occluded
regions; and in [47], it was proposed to weight each pixel in the
image independently to achieve better reconstructed images.
More recently, inspired by probabilistic PCA [25], the joint
Bayesian method [48] has been proposed. In this method,
instead of using image differences as in [25], a face image is
represented as the sum of two independent Gaussian variables
representing intra-personal and inter-personal variations. Using
this method, an accuracy of 92.4% was achieved on the
challenging Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) dataset [49].
This is the highest accuracy reported by a holistic method on
this dataset.
Holistic methods have been of paramount importance to
the development of real-world face recognition systems, as
evidenced by the large number of approaches proposed in the
literature. In the next subsection, a popular family of methods
that evolved as an alternative to holistic methods, namely
feature-based methods, is discussed.
C. Feature-based Methods
Feature-based methods refer to methods that leverage local
features extracted at different locations in a face image.
Unlike geometry-based methods, feature-based methods focus
on extracting discriminative features rather than computing
their geometry1. Feature-based methods tend to be more robust
1Technically, geometry-based methods can be seen as a special case of
feature-based methods, since many feature-based methods also leverage the
geometry of the extracted features.
than holistic methods when dealing with faces presenting local
variations (e.g. facial expression or illumination). For example,
consider two face images of the same subject in which the only
difference between them is that the person’s eyes are closed in
one of them. In a feature-based method, only the coefficients
of the feature vectors that correspond to features extracted
around the eyes will differ between the two images. On the
other hand, in a holistic method, all the coefficients of the
feature vectors might differ. Moreover, many of the descriptors
used in feature-based methods are designed to be invariant to
different variations (e.g. scaling, rotation or translation).
One of the first feature-based methods was the modular
eigenfaces method proposed in [50], an extension of the
original eigenfaces technique. In this method, PCA was inde-
pendently applied to different local regions in the face image to
produce sets of eigenfeatures. Although [50] showed that both
eigenfeatures and eigenfaces can achieve the same accuracy,
the eigenfeatures approach provided better accuracy when only
a few eigenvectors were used.
A feature-based method that uses binary edge features was
proposed in [51]. Their main contribution was to improve the
Hausdorff distance that was used in [52] to compare binary
images. The Hausdorff distance measures proximity between
two set of points by looking at the greatest distance from a
point in one set to the closest point in the other set. In the
modified Hausdorff distance proposed in [51], each point in
one set has to be near some point in the other set. It was
argued that this property makes the method more robust to
small, non-rigid local distortions. A variation of this method
proposed line edge maps (LEMs) for face representation [53].
LEMs provide a compact face representation since edges are
encoded as line segments, i.e. only the coordinates of the end
points are used. A line segment Hausdorff distance was also
proposed in this work to match LEMs. The proposed distance
is discouraged to match lines with different orientations, is
robust to line displacements, and incorporates a measure of the
difference between the number of lines found in two LEMs.
A very popular feature-based method was the elastic bunch
graph matching (EBGM) method [54], an extension of the
dynamic link architecture proposed in [55]. In this method,
a face is represented using a graph of nodes. The nodes
contain Gabor wavelet coefficients [56] extracted around a
set of predefined facial landmarks. During training, a face
bunch graph (FBG) model is created by stacking the manually
located nodes of each training image. When a test face image
is presented, a new graph is created and fitted to the facial
landmarks by searching for the most similar nodes in the
FBG model. Two images can be compared by measuring the
similarity between their graph nodes. A version of this method
that uses histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) [57], [58]
instead of Gabor wavelet features was proposed in [59]. This
method outperforms the original EBGM method thanks to
the increased robustness of HOG descriptors to changes in
illumination, rotation and small displacements.
With the development of local feature descriptors in other
computer vision applications [60], the popularity of feature-
(a) (b)
Fig. 5: (a) Face image divided into 4 × 4 local regions. (b)
Histograms of LBP descriptors computed from each local
region.
based methods for face recognition increased. In [61], his-
tograms of LBP descriptors were extracted from local regions
independently, as shown in Figure 5, and concatenated to
form a global feature vector. Additionally, they measured
the similarity between two feature vectors a and b using a
weighted Chi-square distance:
χ2(a, b) =
∑
i
wi(ai − bi)2
ai + bi
(6)
where wi is a weight that controls the contribution of the i-
th coefficient of the feature vectors. As shown in [62], many
variations of this method have been proposed to improve face
recognition accuracy and to tackle other related tasks such
as face detection, facial expression analysis and demographic
classification. For example, LBP descriptors extracted from
Gabor feature maps, known as LGBP descriptors, were pro-
posed in [63], [64]; a rotation invariant LBP descriptor that
applies Fourier transform to LBP histograms was proposed in
[65]; and a variation of LBP called local derivative pattern
(LDP) was proposed in [66] to extract high-order local infor-
mation by encoding directional pattern features.
Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptors [67]
have also been extensively used for face recognition. Three
different methodologies for matching SIFT descriptors across
face images were proposed in [68]: (i) computing the distances
between all pairs of SIFT descriptors and using the minimum
distance as a similarity score; (ii) similar to (i) but SIFT
descriptors around the eyes and the mouth are compared inde-
pendently, and the average of the two minimum distances is
used as a similarity score; and (iii) computing SIFT descriptors
over a regular grid and using the average distance between
the corresponding pairs of descriptors as a similarity score.
The best recognition accuracy was obtained using the third
method. A related method [69] proposed the use of speeded
up robust features (SURF) [70] features instead of SIFT. In this
work, the authors observed that dense feature extraction over a
regular grid provides the best results. In [71], two variations of
SIFT were proposed, namely, the volume-SIFT which removes
unreliable keypoints based on their scale, and the partial-
descriptor-SIFT which finds keypoints at large scales and
near face boundaries. Compared to the original SIFT, both
approaches were shown to improve face recognition accuracy.
Some feature-based methods have focused on learning local
features from training samples. For example, in [72], unsu-
pervised learning techniques (K-means [73], PCA tree [74]
and random-projection tree [74]) were used to encode local
microstructures of faces into a set of discrete codes. The
discrete codes were then grouped into histograms at different
facial regions. The final local descriptors were computed by
applying PCA to each histogram. A learning-based descriptor
with similarities to LBP was proposed in [75]. Specifically,
this descriptor consists of a differential pattern generated by
subtracting the centre pixel of a local 3 × 3 region to its
neighbouring pixels and a training of a Gaussian mixture
model to compute high-order statistics of the differential
pattern. Another LBP-like descriptor that has a learning stage
was proposed in [76]. In this work, LDA was used to (i)
learn a filter that when applied to an image enhances the
discriminative ability of the differential patterns, and (ii) learn
a set of weights that are assigned to the neighbouring pixels
within each local region to reflect their contribution to the
differential pattern.
Feature-based methods have been shown to provide more
robustness to different types of variations than holistic meth-
ods. However, some of the advantages of holistic methods are
lost (e.g. discarding non-discriminant information and more
compact representations). Hybrid methods that combine both
of these approaches are discussed next.
D. Hybrid Methods
Hybrid methods combine techniques from holistic and
feature-based methods. Before deep learning became
widespread, most state-of-the-art face recognition systems
were based on hybrid methods. Some hybrid methods simply
combine two different techniques without any interaction
between them. For example, in the modular eigenfaces
work [50] covered earlier, the authors experimented with
a combined representation using both eigenfaces and
eigenfeatures and achieved better accuracy than using either
of these two methods alone. However, the most popular
hybrid approach is to extract local features (e.g. LBP, SIFT)
and project them onto a lower-dimensional and discriminative
subspace (e.g. using PCA or LDA) as shown in Figure 6.
Several hybrid methods that use Gabor wavelet features
combined with different subspaces methods have been pro-
posed [77], [78], [79]. In these methods, Gabor kernels of
different orientations and scales are convolved with an image
and their outputs are concatenated into a feature vector. The
feature vector is then downsampled to reduce its dimensional-
ity. In [77], the feature vector was further processed using the
enhanced linear discriminant model proposed in [80]. PCA
followed by ICA were applied to the downsampled feature
vector in [78], and the probabilistic reasoning model from
[80] was used to classify whether two images belong to the
same subject. In [79], kernel PCA with polynomial kernels was
applied to the feature vector to encode high-order statistics. All
Fig. 6: Typical hybrid face representation.
these hybrid methods were shown to provide better accuracy
than using Gabor wavelet features alone.
LBP descriptors have been a key component in many
hybrid methods. In [81], an image was divided into non-
overlapping regions and LBP descriptors were extracted at
multiple resolutions. The LBP coefficients at each region
were concatenated into regional feature vectors and projected
onto PCA+LDA subspaces. This approach was extended to
colour images in [82]. Laplacian PCA, an extension of PCA,
was shown to outperform standard PCA and kernel PCA
when applied to LBP descriptors in [83]. Two novel patch
versions of LBP, namely three-patch LBP (TPLBP) and four-
patch LBP (FPLBP), were combined with LDA and SVMs in
[84]. The proposed TPLBP and FPLBP descriptors can boost
face recognition accuracy by encoding similarities between
neighbouring patches of pixels. More recently, [85] proposed
a high-dimensional face representation by densely extracting
multi-scale LBP (MLBP) descriptors around facial landmarks.
The high-dimensional feature vector (100K-dim) was reduced
to 400 dimensions by PCA and a final discriminative feature
vector was learnt using joint Bayesian. In their experiments,
[85] showed that extracting high-dimensional features can
increase face recognition accuracy by 6-7% when going
from 1K to 100K dimensions. The main drawback of this
approach is the high computational costs needed to perform a
dimensionality reduction of such magnitude. For this reason,
they proposed to approximate the PCA and joint Bayesian
transformations with a sparse linear projection matrix B by
solving the following optimisation problem:
min
B
‖Y −BTX‖22 + λ‖B‖1 (7)
where the first term is a reconstruction error between the ma-
trix X of high-dimensional feature vectors and the matrix Y
of projected low-dimensional feature vectors; the second term
enforces sparsity in the projection matrix B; and λ balances
the contribution of each term. Another recent method proposed
a multi-task learning approach based on a discriminative
Gaussian process latent variable model, named GaussianFace
[86]. This method extended the Gaussian process approach
proposed in [87] and incorporated a computationally more
efficient version of kernel LDA to learn a face representation
from LBP descriptors that can exploit data from multiple
source domains. Using this method, an accuracy of 98.52%
was achieved on the LFW dataset. This is competitive with
the accuracy achieved by many deep learning methods.
Some hybrid methods have proposed to use a combination
of different local features. For example, Gabor wavelet and
LBP features were used in [88]. The authors argued that
these two types of features capture complementary informa-
tion. While LBP descriptors capture small appearance details,
Gabor wavelet features encode facial shape over a broader
range of scales. PCA was applied independently to the feature
vectors containing the Gabor wavelet coefficients and the
LBP coefficients to reduce their dimensionality. The final face
representation was obtained by concatenating the two PCA-
transformed feature vectors and applying a subspace method
similar to kernel LDA, namely kernel discriminative common
vector [89]. Another method that uses Gabor wavelet and
LBP features was proposed in [90]. In this method, faces
were represented by applying PCA+LDA to regions containing
histograms of LGBP descriptors [64]. A multi-feature system
was proposed in [8] to tackle face recognition under difficult
illumination conditions. Three contributions were made in this
work: (i) a preprocessing pipeline that reduces the effect of
illumination variation; (ii) an extension of LBP, called local
ternary patterns (LTP), which is more discriminant and less
sensitive to noise in uniform regions; and (iii) an architecture
that combines sets of Gabor wavelet and LBP/LTP features
followed by kernel LDA, score normalisation and score fusion.
A related method [91] proposed a novel descriptor robust to
blur that extends local phase quantization (LPQ) descriptors
[92] to multiple scales (MLPQ). In addition, a kernel fusion
technique was used to combine MLPQ descriptors with MLBP
descriptors in the kernel LDA framework. In [5], an age
invariant face recognition system was proposed based on dense
extraction of SIFT and multi-scale LBP descriptors combined
with a novel multi-feature discriminant analysis (MFDA). The
MFDA technique uses random subspace sampling [93] to
construct multiple lower-dimensional feature subspaces, and
bagging [94] to select subsets of training samples for LDA
that contain inter-class pairs near the classification boundary to
increase the discriminative ability of the representation. Dense
SIFT descriptors were also used in [95] as texture features,
and combined with shape features in the form of relative
distances between pairs of facial landmarks. This combination
of shape and texture features was further processed using
multiple PCA+LDA transformations.
To conclude this subsection, other types of hybrids methods
that do not follow the pipeline described in Figure 6 are
reviewed. In [96], low-level local features (image intensities in
RGB and HSV colour spaces, edge magnitudes, and gradient
directions) were used to compute high-level visual features
by training attribute and simile binary SVM classifiers. The
attribute classifiers detect describable attributes of faces such
as gender, race and age. On the other hand, the simile
classifiers detect non-describable attributes by measuring the
similarity of different parts of a face to a limited set of
reference subjects. To compare two images, the outputs of all
the attribute and simile classifiers for both images are fed to
an SVM classifier. A method similar to the simile classifiers
from [96] was proposed in [97]. The main differences are
that [97] used a large number of simple one-vs-one classifiers
instead of the more complex one-vs-all classifiers used in [96],
and that SIFT descriptors were used as the low-level features.
Two metric learning approaches for face identification were
proposed in [98]. The first one, called logistic discriminant
metric learning (LDML) is based on the idea that the distance
between positive pairs (belonging to the same subject) should
be smaller than the distance between negative pairs (belonging
to different subjects). The second one, called marginalised
kNN (MkNN), uses a k-nearest neighbour classifier to find
how many positive neighbour pairs can be formed from the
neighbours of the two compared vectors. Both methods were
trained on pairs of vectors of SIFT descriptors computed at
fixed points on the face (corners of the mouth, eyes and nose).
Hybrid methods offer the best of holistic and feature-based
methods. Their main limitation is the choice of good features
that can fully extract the information needed to recognise a
face. Some approaches have tried to overcome this issue by
combining different types of features whereas others have
introduced a learning stage to improve the discriminative
ability of the features. Deep learning methods, discussed next,
take these ideas further by training end-to-end systems that
can learn a large number of features that are optimal for the
recognition task.
E. Deep Learning Methods
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are the most com-
mon type of deep learning method for face recognition. The
main advantage of deep learning methods is that they can be
trained with large amounts of data to learn a face represen-
tation that is robust to the variations present in the training
data. In this way, instead of designing specialised features
that are robust to different types of intra-class variations (e.g.
illumination, pose, facial expression, age, etc.), CNNs can
learn them from training data. The main drawback of deep
learning methods is that they need to be trained with very
large datasets that contain enough variations to generalise to
unseen samples. Fortunately, several large-scale face datasets
containing in-the-wild face images have recently been released
into the public domain [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]
to train CNN models. Apart from learning discriminative
features, neural networks can reduce dimensionality and be
trained as classifiers or using metric learning approaches.
CNNs are considered end-to-end trainable systems that do not
need to be combined with any other specific methods.
CNN models for face recognition can be trained using
different approaches. One of them consists of treating the
problem as a classification one, wherein each subject in the
training set corresponds to a class. After training, the model
can be used to recognise subjects that are not present in the
training set by discarding the classification layer and using the
features of the previous layer as the face representation [99].
In the deep learning literature, these features are commonly
referred to as bottleneck features. Following this first training
stage, the model can be further trained using other techniques
to optimise the bottleneck features for the target application
(e.g. using joint Bayesian [9] or fine-tuning the CNN model
with a different loss function [10]). Another common approach
to learning face representation is to directly learn bottleneck
features by optimising a distance metric between pairs of faces
[100], [101] or triplets of faces [102].
The idea of using neural networks for face recognition is
not new. An early method based on a probabilistic decision-
based neural network (PBDNN) [103] was proposed in 1997
for face detection, eye localisation and face recognition. The
face recognition PDBNN was divided into one fully-connected
subnet per training subject to reduce the number of hidden
units and avoid overfitting. Two PBDNNs were trained using
intensity and edge features respectively and their outputs
were combined to give a final classification decision. Another
early method [104] proposed to use a combination of a self-
organising map (SOM) and a convolutional neural network. A
self-organising map [105] is a type of neural network trained in
an unsupervised way that projects the input data onto a lower-
dimensional space that preserves the topological properties of
the input space (i.e. inputs that are nearby in the original
space are also nearby in the output space). Note that none
of these two early methods were trained end-to-end (edge
features were used in [103] and a SOM in [104]), and that
the proposed neural network architectures were shallow. An
end-to-end face recognition CNN was proposed in [100]. This
method used a siamese architecture trained with a contrastive
loss function [106]. The contrastive loss implements a metric
learning procedure that aims to minimise the distance between
pairs of feature vectors corresponding to the same subject
while maximising the distance between pairs of feature vectors
corresponding to different subjects. The CNN architecture
used in this method was also shallow and was trained with
small datasets.
None of the methods mentioned above achieved ground-
breaking results, mainly due to the low capacity of the
networks used and the relatively small datasets available for
training at the time. It was not until these models were scaled
up and trained with large amounts of data [107] that the first
deep learning methods for face recognition [99], [9] became
the state-of-the-art. In particular, Facebook’s DeepFace [99],
one of the first CNN-based approaches for face recognition
that used a high capacity model, achieved an accuracy of
97.35% on the LFW benchmark, reducing the error of the
previous state-of-the-art by 27%. The authors trained a CNN
with softmax loss2 using a dataset containing 4.4 million faces
from 4,030 subjects. Two novel contributions were made in
this work: (i) an effective facial alignment system based on
explicit 3D modelling of faces, and (ii) a CNN architecture
containing locally connected layers [108], [109] that (unlike
regular convolutional layers) can learn different features from
each region in an image. Concurrently, the DeepID system
[9] achieved similar results by training 60 different CNNs
on patches comprising ten regions, three scales and RGB or
grey channels. During testing, 160 bottleneck features were ex-
tracted from each patch and its horizontally flipped counterpart
2We refer to softmax loss to the combination of the softmax activation
function and the cross-entropy loss used to train classifiers.
TABLE I: Public large-scale face datasets.
Dataset Images Subjects Images per subject
CelebFaces+ [9] 202,599 10,177 19.9
UMDFaces [14] 367,920 8,501 43.3
CASIA-WebFace [10] 494,414 10,575 46.8
VGGFace [11] 2.6M 2,622 1,000
VGGFace2 [15] 3.31M 9,131 362.6
MegaFace [13] 4.7M 672,057 7
MS-Celeb-1M [12] 10M 100,000 100
to form a 19,200-dimensional feature vector (160 × 2 × 60).
Similar to [99], the proposed CNN architecture also used
locally connected layers. The verification result was obtained
by training a joint Bayesian classifier [48] on the 19,200-
dimensional feature vectors extracted by the CNNs. The sys-
tem was trained on a dataset containing 202,599 face images
of 10,177 celebrities [9].
There are three main factors that affect the accuracy of
CNN-based methods for face recognition: training data, CNN
architecture, and loss function. As in most deep learning
applications, large training sets are needed to prevent overfit-
ting. In general, CNNs trained for classification become more
accurate as the number of samples per class increases. This is
because the CNN model is able to learn more robust features
when is exposed to more intra-class variations. However, in
face recognition we are interested in extracting features that
generalise to subjects not present in the training set. Hence,
the datasets used for face recognition need to also contain a
large number of subjects so that the model is exposed to more
inter-class variations. The effect that the number of subjects
in a dataset has in face recognition accuracy was studied in
[110]. In this work, a large dataset was first sorted by the
number of images per subject in decreasing order. Then, a
CNN was trained with different subsets of training data by
gradually increasing the number of subjects. The best accuracy
was obtained when the first 10,000 subjects with the most
images were used for training. Adding more subjects decreased
the accuracy since very few images were available for each
extra subject. Another study [111] investigated whether wider
datasets are better than deeper datasets or vice versa (a dataset
is considered wider than another if it contains more subjects;
similarly, a dataset is considered deeper than another if it
contains more images per subject). From this study, it was
concluded that given the same number of images, wider
datasets provide better accuracy. The authors argued that this
is due to the fact that wider datasets contain more inter-class
variations and, therefore, generalise better to unseen subjects.
Table I shows some of the most common public datasets used
to train CNNs for face recognition.
CNN architectures for face recognition have been inspired
by those achieving state-of-the-art accuracy on the ImageNet
Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC). For
example, a version of the VGG network [112] with 16 layers
was used in [11], and a similar but smaller network was used
in [10]. In [102], two different types of CNN architectures
were explored: VGG style networks [112] and GoogleNet style
Fig. 7: Original residual block proposed in [114].
networks [113]. Even though both types of networks achieved
comparable accuracy, the GoogleNet style networks had 20
times fewer parameters. More recently, residual networks
(ResNets) [114] have become the preferred choice for many
object recognition tasks, including face recognition [115],
[116], [117], [118], [119], [120], [121]. The main novelty of
ResNets is the introduction of a building block that uses a
shortcut connection to learn a residual mapping, as shown in
Figure 7. The use of shortcut connections allows the training
of much deeper architectures as they facilitate the flow of
information across layers. A thorough study of different CNN
architectures was carried out in [121]. The best trade-off
between accuracy, speed and model size was obtained with
a 100-layer ResNet with a residual block similar to the one
proposed in [122].
The choice of loss function for training CNN-based methods
has been the most recent active area of research in face
recognition. Even though CNNs trained with softmax loss
have been very successful [99], [9], [10], [123], it has been
argued that the use of this loss function does not generalise
well to subjects not present in the training set. This is because
the softmax loss is encouraged to learn features that increase
inter-class differences (to be able to separate the classes in
the training set) but does not necessarily reduce intra-class
variations. Several methods have been proposed to mitigate
this issue. A simple approach is to optimise the bottleneck
features using a discriminative subspace method such as joint
Bayesian [48], as done in [9], [124], [125], [126], [10], [127].
Another approach is to use metric learning. For example, a
pairwise contrastive loss was used as the only supervisory
signal in [100], [101] and combined with a classification loss
in [124], [125], [126]. One of the most popular metric learning
approaches for face recognition is the triplet loss function
[128], first used in [102] for the face recognition task. The aim
of the triplet loss is to separate the distance between positive
pairs from the distance between negative pairs by a margin.
More formally, for each triplet i the following condition needs
to be satisfied [102]:
‖f(xa)− f(xp)‖22 + α < ‖f(xa)− f(xn)‖22 (8)
where xa is an anchor image, xp is an image of the same
subject, xn is an image of a different subject, f is a mapping
learnt by a model and α is a margin that is enforced between
positive and negative pairs. In practice, CNNs trained with
triplet loss converge slower than with softmax loss due to the
large number of triplets (or pairs in the case of contrastive
loss) needed to cover the entire training set. Although this
problem can be alleviated by selecting hard triplets (i.e. triplets
that violate the margin condition) during training [102], it is
common to train with softmax loss in a first training stage and
then fine-tune bottleneck features with triplet loss in a second
training stage [11], [129], [130]. Some variations of the triplet
loss have been proposed. For example, in [129], the dot prod-
uct was used as a similarity measure instead of the Euclidean
distance; a probabilistic triplet loss was proposed in [130];
and a modified triplet loss that also minimises the standard
deviation of the distributions of positive and negative scores
was proposed in [131], [132]. An alternative loss function used
to learn discriminative features is the centre loss proposed
in [133]. The goal of the centre loss is to minimise the
distances between bottleneck features and their corresponding
class centres. By jointly training with softmax and centre
loss, it was shown that the features learnt by a CNN could
effectively increase inter-personal variations (softmax loss)
and reduce intra-personal variations (centre loss). The centre
loss has the advantage of being more efficient and easier to
implement than the contrastive and triplet losses since it does
not require forming pairs or triplets during training. Another
related metric learning method is the range loss proposed in
[134] for improving training with unbalanced datasets. The
range loss has two components. The intra-class component
of the loss minimises the k-largest distances between samples
of the same class, and the inter-class component of the loss
maximises the distance between the closest two class centres
in each training batch. By using these extreme cases, the range
loss uses the same information from each class, regardless of
how many samples per class are available. Similar to the centre
loss, the range loss needs to be combined with softmax loss
to avoid the loss being degraded to zeros [133].
One of the difficulties that arise when combining different
loss functions is finding the correct balance between each
term. Recently, several approaches have proposed to modify
the softmax loss so that it can learn discriminative features
with no need to combine it with other losses. One approach
that has been shown to increase the discriminative ability of the
bottleneck features is feature normalisation [115], [118]. For
example, [115] proposed to normalise the features to have unit
L2-norm and [118] proposed to normalise the features to have
zero mean and unit variance. A very successful development
has been the introduction of a margin in the decision boundary
between each class in the softmax loss [135]. For simplicity,
consider binary classification with softmax loss. In this case,
(a) (b)
Fig. 8: Effect of introducing a margin m in the decision
boundary between two classes. (a) Softmax loss. (b) Softmax
loss with margin.
TABLE II: Decision boundaries for different variations of the
softmax loss with margin. Note that the decision boundaries
are for class 1 in a binary classification case.
Type of softmax margin Decision boundary
Multiplicative angular margin [116] ‖x‖(cosmθ1 − cos θ2) = 0
Additive cosine margin [119], [120] s(cos θ1 −m− cos θ2) = 0
Additive angular margin [121] s(cos(θ1 +m)− cos θ2) = 0
the decision boundary between each class (if the biases are
zero) is given by:
‖x‖(‖W1‖ cos θ1 − ‖W2‖ cos θ2) = 0 (9)
where x is a feature vector, W1 and W2 are the weights
corresponding to each class and θ1 and θ2 are the angles
between x and W1 and W2 respectively. By introducing
a multiplicative margin m in Equation 9, the two decision
boundaries become more stringent:
‖x‖(‖W1‖ cosmθ1 − ‖W2‖ cos θ2) = 0 for class 1 (10)
‖x‖(‖W1‖ cos θ1 − ‖W2‖ cosmθ2) = 0 for class 2 (11)
As shown in Figure 8, the margin can effectively increase the
separation between classes and their intra-class compactness.
Several alternative approaches have been proposed depending
on how the margin is incorporated into the loss [116], [119],
[120], [121]. For example, in [116] the weight vectors were
normalised to have unit norm so that the decision boundary
only depends on the angles θ1 and θ2. In [119], [120],
an additive cosine margin was proposed. Compared to the
multiplicative margin [135], [116], the additive margin is
easier to implement and optimise. In this work, apart from
normalising the weight vectors, the feature vectors were also
normalised and scaled as done in [115]. An alternative additive
margin was proposed in [121] which keeps the advantages of
[119], [120] but has a better geometric interpretation since the
margin is added to the angle and not to the cosine. Table II
summarises the decision boundaries for the different variations
of the softmax loss with margin. These approaches are the
current state-of-the-art in face recognition.
III. CONCLUSIONS
We have seen how face recognition has followed the same
transition as many other computer vision applications. Tra-
ditional methods based on hand-engineered features that pro-
vided state-of-the-art accuracy only a few years ago have been
replaced by deep learning methods based on CNNs. Indeed,
face recognition systems based on CNNs have become the
standard due to the significant accuracy improvement achieved
over other types of methods. Moreover, it is straightforward
to scale-up these systems to achieve even higher accuracy by
increasing the size of the training sets and/or the capacity of
the networks. However, collecting large amounts of labelled
face images is expensive, and very deep CNN architectures
are slow to train and deploy. Generative adversarial networks
(GANs) [136] are a promising solution to the first issue. Re-
cent works on GANs with face images include facial attributes
manipulation [137], [138], [139], [140], [141], [142], [143],
[144], [145], [146], facial expression editing [147], [148],
[142], generation of novel identities [149], face frontalisation
[150], [151] and face ageing [152], [153]. It is expected
that these advancements will be used to generate additional
training images without requiring millions of face images to
be labelled. To address the second issue, more efficient archi-
tectures such as MobileNets [154], [155] are being developed
and used for real-time face recognition on devices with limited
computational resources [156].
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